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How AMR develops The term ‘superbugs’ 
is commonly used to 
describe microbes 
that are resistant to 
antibiotics and other 
drugs.

What is antimicrobial resistance?
Antimicrobial resistance, or AMR, is a mechanism by which a microorganism (like bacteria, 
viruses, and some parasites) can withstand the destructive effects of an antimicrobial 
drug (e.g. antibiotics, antivirals, antimalarials, etc.). 



Overuse and misuse of 
antibiotics - such as using 

antibiotics for viral infections 

Patients not taking 
antibiotics as prescribed

Unnecessary use of 
antibiotics in farming such as 

to promote animal growth

Poor infection control in 
hospitals and clinics

Poor hygiene and sanitation Lack of rapid and sensitive 
laboratory tests

Major causes of AMR



AMR is a rising threat to the world

Today AMR causes 700,000 deaths. If left unchecked by 
2050 AMR could:
● Cause 10 million deaths a year 
● Cause more deaths a year than cancer
● Make common infections and injuries untreatable
● Wipe out the success of modern medicine 

AMR is a ‘ticking time bomb’ and 
‘a threat arguably as important 
as climate change for the world’ 
(2011) Professor Dame Sally 
Davies, Chief Medical Officer for 
England (2010-2019)



AMR burden likely to be highest in poor regions

Source: UN Foundation & Wellcome Trust, Sustaining 
global antimicrobial resistance, Sept 2017

AMR burden will be felt most in 
Asian and African countries where 
● Infectious diseases (like 

malaria, tuberculosis and HIV) 
are widespread

● Sanitation is poor
● Healthcare services are 

scarce
● Antibiotics are sold over the 

counter



1907 Salvarsan resistance 
found in mice

1907 First antimicrobial drug, 
Salvarsan, developed from 
clothes dye, used to treat 
syphilis from 1910

1928 Alexander Fleming 
discovered antibiotic 
potential of penicillin

1935 Sulphonamide drugs 
released - first antibiotics 
to be used systematically

1938 First reports of 
sulphonamide resistance in 
patients treated for gonorrhea

1900s 1910s 1920s 1930s

Timeline of drug development and AMR



1943 Allied troops in WW2 
given penicillin

1941 Ernest Chain and
 Howard Florey start first 
clinical trials with penicillin

1940s AMR 
assumed to 
be caused 
by mutation 
and 
selection

1960 First strains of 
methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus- 
aureus (MRSA) appear 

1950s New 
modes of genetic 
exchange found 
between bacteria 
causing AMR

Early 1950s 
Antibiotics introduced 
into animal feed to 
promote growth

1940 Chain and Florey 
note bacteria produce 
enzyme to inactivate 
penicillin

1948 Penicillin resistant 
Staphylococcus spreads

1940s 1950s 1960s

1959 Methicillin antibiotics 
developed to combat penicillin 
resistant Staphylococcus



2017  New class of antibiotics 
produced to destroy potential 
superbugs (improved form of 
Teixobactin)

Mid-1990s  Number of new 
antibiotics developed drops 
sharply

2014 AMR emergency 
declared - problem causing 
700,000 deaths globally each 
year

1970s Many bacterial 
strains found to be 
resistant to multiple 
antibiotics

1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s



Early years Bacteria are assumed to be simple organisms 
● Bacteria believed to reproduce by cell division, with offspring 

identical to parent
● Resistance - explained as process of ‘adaptation’ and ‘training’

1909-10 German scientists note key issues with AMR
● Its rapid onset
● Its ability to compromise therapeutic efficiency
● Its specificity - can be averted by using alternative drug

Evolving knowledge about bacteria and AMR 



1940s AMR assumed to arise solely by mutation and selection
● Assumption that AMR can be beaten with new drugs

Mid-1950s Scientists begin to uncover the biological mechanism behind AMR - 
discover new modes of transmission of resistance genes in bacteria
● Vertical transfer of genes between bacteria, resistance genes 

arise through genetic mutation
● Horizontal transfer of genes between bacteria - 3 routes:

○ Bacteria acquire genetic material from the environment – 
transformation 

○ Direct transfer of DNA from one bacterium to another through 
a plasmid – conjugation 

○ Genes passed on by phages (viruses that infect bacteria) – 
transduction 



Late 
1950s-1960s 

Faith in antibiotics begins to weaken after Japanese and British 
scientists show plasmids (small independent, self-replicating DNA 
pieces):
● Pass on resistance to multiple drugs in one go between different 

bacterial species and between animal and human microbes
● Transform benign bacteria into harmful bacteria

From 1970s New scientific tools make it easier to work out the origin, reservoirs 
and circulation patterns of resistant microbes



Early methods to identify bacteria
Microscopy (19th century)
Bacteria identified by their different shapes and 
the colour they turn with different dyes – 
bacterial morphology.



Serotyping (1920s)

Clumping indicates 
bacteria present

Clear - no 
bacteria present

Bacteria 

Positive resultNegative result

Bacteria mixed on glass slide with serum containing antibodies taken from immunised 
animals and inspected to see if cells clump together

Serum BSerum A



2. Phages 
spotted onto 
specific plate 
regions

Phage A Plaque formed 
showing bacteria 
susceptible to 
phage D

Clear - bacteria 
not susceptible 
to phage C

 

1. Cultured 
bacteria 
seeded onto 
plate

3. Plate inspected after incubation

Phage typing (1920s)
Bacteria are identified by seeing if specific viruses (phages) kill them.

Phage B

Phage C Phage D



Antibiotics susceptibility tests - ASTs 

1929 Fleming agar diffusion test 
Bacteria grown in agar and penicillin placed in 
a ditch. Darker areas show where the drug had 
no impact.

AST still routine test today. But turnaround 
of results are slow because dependent on 
the speed at which microbes grow. Doctors 
are often forced to prescribe antibiotics 
before getting laboratory test results.



1959 Kirby-Bauer agar diffusion test 
Paper disks containing different 
antibiotics placed on bacteria 
growing in agar. Clear zones (due to 
bacterial death) give an indication 
of the strength of the antibiotic.



Molecular diagnostics
1970s new tools for amplifying 
and sequencing DNA 

New diagnostic tools - can  
identify bacteria and antibiotic 
resistance determinants

Benefits Problems

● Faster results
● Greater accuracy

● Need expensive 
laboratory equipment

● Unaffordable for poor 
countries with 
highest AMR

Patient sample 



Diagnostics are key
Quick, cheap and simple diagnostics are key to slowing down AMR.

Most diagnostics today
● Done in laboratory away from point of care
● Turnaround of results can take days - too long to inform clinical decisions 
● Require extensive training to interpret results



New portable, affordable, molecular diagnostic kit 
Pictured is a new portable, 
affordable, molecular diagnostic kit 
developed by Cambridge University 
scientists:
● Powered by solar battery - can 

be performed anywhere in the 
world

● Results provided in 2-6 hours
● Results appear on a dipstick  - 

can be read by healthcare 
worker with minimal training

● Detects a range of antibiotic 
resistance genes 
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Email us on contact@whatisbiotechnology.org if you 
you have any questions or comments about this 

presentation. 


